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About this report

About this report
This is the 13th annual Health, Safety and
Environment Report describing Nufarm’s
performance and its journey on the path of
continual improvement.
The report covers the 2011 calendar year. It
provides performance data and examples
of initiatives by employees to enhance the
safety of our people and customers, and to
minimise environmental effects from our
operations and products.
The health and safety data is collated from 16
manufacturing sites, 20 offices and regional
service centres. Not included is data from a
further 8 offices in Asia and South America.
The health and safety data includes
permanent and casual employees and
contractors. Targets set by the Nufarm
board have been included, including the
expectation of an annual 15% improvement.
The graphical data shows areas where
improvements have been made and indicates
where further efforts are required.
The environmental data is provided by our
manufacturing plants and summarised
for this report. Most of these sites provide
detailed information on their own operations.
Their reports are included in loose leaf form
at the back of this report. If these are missing,
they can be downloaded from Nufarm’s
website http://www. nufarm.com or sent by
mail if you contact Nufarm.
Nufarm’s Corporate Governance Statement
forms part of the Nufarm Annual Report,
which can be downloaded from the website.
While gathering data for this year, a few
inaccuracies in past years’ data have been
discovered by some sites. These have been
confirmed and figures for previous years have
been corrected where possible.
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Overview
Elisapeta Prescott, Stores and
Prelabelling Support, New Zealand

About Nufarm
Nufarm Limited is a development,
manufacturing and marketing company with
a proven capability to manage brands and
to grow business in global crop protection
markets.
The company has strong synthesis
capabilities and adds value through product
innovation and the successful management
of its branded products. One of its strengths is
its strategic alliance with other manufacturers
around the globe.
Nufarm prides itself on market driven
differentiation and development, customer
relationships, access to market and excellent
service.
Based in Australia, Nufarm is listed on the
Australian Stock Exchange (symbol NUF),
with its head office in Laverton, Melbourne,
which is also the location of our largest
manufacturing plant.
The company commenced operations in
a suburb of Melbourne in 1956 and has
been steadily growing since. It now has
manufacturing/marketing operations in some
25 countries and its products are sold in
about 100 countries.

Nufarm employs more than 3,200 people,
located on every continent.
Nufarm people make a vital contribution
to our reputation for quality products,
innovation and first class marketing and
technical support.

Geraldton

Toowoomba
Lytton
Kadina Moree
Merredin
Tamworth
Dubbo
Cummins
Otahuhu
Wagga
Esperance Adelaide
Laverton
Horsham
Wellington
Launceston
Welshpool

Kwinana

Our mission is to meet the interests of all
stakeholders in a manner that shows that we
care about:
• the growth and success of the business;
• the wellbeing of our employees;
• the environment and the communities in
which we operate;
• our customers and suppliers;
• the reputation and performance of our
products and services.

Wyke
Botlek
Cologne
Gaillon

Gennevilliers
Linz
Geneva

Budapest
Bucharest

Ravenna
Barcelona
Lisbon
Athens

Nufarm is a signatory to Responsible
Care® and actively participates in industry
associations in a number of countries to
enhance the reputation of the industry in
which we operate. Through the various
chemical industry associations and others
such as Croplife, we encourage continuous
improvement in our own operations and
those of the industry more generally.
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One of the benefits of the diversification
into markets around the world is that the
sometimes poor climatic conditions in
one part of the world are off-set by better
conditions elsewhere.

Warsaw

+BLBSUB

Cairo

Bogota

Cali
Fortaleza

Nufarm is further diversifying into the seeds
market, with additional acquisitions during
the year. A development group is in place to
grow this business.

São Paulo
Santiago
Buenos Aires

One of the world’s leading crop protection
companies (ranked No 8 in sales), our
products help farmers protect their crops
against damage caused by weeds, pests and
disease and assist them in improving farm
yields.

Calgary
Chicago

Chicago Heights
Raleigh

Manufacture

Offices/Stores

Agricultural chemicals

Offices

Industrial chemicals

Regional offices/stores
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Performance highlights
Ivanhova Gonzalez, Laboratory
Analyst, Colombia
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Resource efficiency

Major hazard facilities

Since 2001, there has been an increase in the
tonnage of production globally of about 36%.

A number of Nufarm plants operate under
strict regulations called ‘Seveso II’ in Europe
and ‘Major Hazard Facilities’ in Australia.
Such a site needs to prepare a ‘safety case’,
documentation that provides evidence
that the site’s systems and procedures are
adequate for safe operation. The safety case is
reviewed regularly by authorities and needs
a new and full review and submission every
five years.

In the same period, through efficiency
measures and production rationalisation, we
have reduced the amount of CO2 released to
40% and the water used to about 25% of that
used in 2001, as can be seen in the graphs
above.
In part, this has been achieved through
concerted efforts by people on our plants.
Rationalisation of production around the
world and the sale of two chlorine plants has
also influenced resource use.

Laverton
Using Laverton as an example, Kerri A’Vard Manufacturing Systems Coordinator, wrote:
After many months of hard work and
involvement from people across all
departments, the Laverton site was thrilled to
receive the news just before Easter that our
application for renewal of the Major Hazard
Facilities (MHF) Licence had been successful
and we had been awarded a five-year
unconditional licence, the best possible
outcome.
This is the third MHF Licence granted to the
site and required a full review and revision
of the MHF Safety Case with focus on
addressing deficiencies in our systems that
had led to a condition being placed on the
previous licence.
Activity commenced in November 2010 with
a screening of all potential Major Incident
scenarios. Several scenarios related to

‘000 tonne CO2 from energy use and production

500

‘000
‘000 tonne
tonnes

Production volume

2001

2003

2005

2007

2009

2011

chlorine were added and others associated
with amines and flammable liquids were
re-scoped to provide clearer definition. This
led into an intensive round of Hazard and
Control Measure Identification workshops
and Validation and Risk Assessment meetings
which carried through until September 2011.
These involved upwards of fifty individuals,
(operators, tradespeople, engineers,
managers and contractors) and around 650
man hours, plus one person working almost
full time to facilitate the workshops and
document the outcomes.
The completed Safety Case was submitted
to WorkSafe Victoria for assessment in
November, and following a series of visits to
verify selected systems and control measures,
the Licence was granted. The achievement
of an unconditional Licence was particularly
pleasing given that the expectations of
WorkSafe Victoria are increasing with
each round. The result is a credit to all the
personnel who participated in the journey,
whether through attending workshops and
meetings, providing information, reviewing or
compiling the documentation.
With the immediate goal achieved, our
challenge is now to maintain and improve
the site Safety Management System and to
implement new systems for monitoring and
auditing the performance of MHF control
measures.
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A message from the chief executive
Doug Rathbone, CEO

LTIFR 2001 - 2011

MTIFR 2001 - 2011
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A message from the chief executive
Nufarm continues to place a very high
priority on managing and minimising the
company’s environmental impact and
safeguarding the health and safety of our
employees. As an organisation, we support
initiatives aimed at improving industry-wide
performance; we adhere closely to regulatory
requirements; and we are committed to a
culture of continuous improvement.
It is therefore very disappointing when
accidents occur that result in harm to our
people. In the past year, we have suffered
the tragedy of a fatal accident at our
manufacturing facility in Laverton North. This
incident is a stark reminder of the need to be
ever more vigilant when it comes to personal
safety in the workplace.
Ultimately, the test of how well we maintain
a safe working environment comes down
to the vigilance and response of individual
employees. Despite regular training and the
best procedures, circumstances will often
result in us having to use initiative and good
judgment when going about our own work
and encouraging our work colleagues to
follow safe work practice.

The injury statistics reported for the 2011
period reflect the fact that it requires only
a small number of incidents to reverse a
trend of improving performance. All Nufarm
employees have a responsibility to work
towards zero injuries.
On a broader front, it is pleasing to report that
the company has achieved very significant
reductions in its carbon emissions over
the past decade of operations. Despite a
significant increase in the volume of product
produced at Nufarm’s global manufacturing
facilities, we have reduced our CO2 emissions
to 40% of the level produced in 2001. Further,
our water consumption has also dramatically
reduced. This has been achieved through
process and technology improvements and
a rationalization of production to improve
efficiencies.
It is also pleasing to note a reduction in
environmental-related complaints. We value
the opportunity to operate in different
communities throughout the world and we
seek to be responsible citizens.

Doug Rathbone
Managing Director and
Chief Executive
Date: May 2012

Limit

LTIFR

< 1.16

MTIFR

< 2.31

SEVERITY

< 0.014

LTIFR or lost time injury frequency rate
is the number of lost time injuries per
million hours worked that result in one
or more day’s absence from work.
MTIFR or medical treatment injury
frequency rate is the number of lost time
injuries plus those that did not result in
lost time but required treatment by a
qualified medical practitioner per million
hours worked.
SEVERITY is the number of days lost
due to injuries per thousand hours
worked.
We include employees, contractors and
visitors in our statistics.
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Lost time injury frequency rate

Rizal Suryamarta, Manufacturing
Manager, Merak, Indonesia

LTIFR Australia 2001 - 2011

LTIFR Europe 2001 - 2011

LTIFR NZ and Croplands 2001 - 2011
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Lost time injuries
There has been a significant increase in lost
time injuries during 2011.
Tragically, one person lost his life after
chemical exposure while carrying out
maintenance on a plant. Three of the injuries
resulted from exposure to chemicals and
three from activities involving forklifts. The
remainder were caused by manual handling,
slips, trip and falls.
All lost time injuries were preventable. One
can speculate that the previous year’s low
injury rate caused people to relax their
vigilance. We are making renewed efforts to
emphasise the importance of vigilance.
The twenty lost time injuries suffered during
2011 were spread over ten locations.
Location

Number of LTIs

Brazil

4

Chicago Heights

2

Colombia

2

Gaillon

3

Kwinana

2

Laverton

2

Linz

1

Nuseed (Australia)

1

MASTRA Australia

2

Wyke

1

Description of injury

Days
Lost

While removing a pipe from the
plant, collapsed and could not be
revived

Moving a drum in a tight space,
strained his back

5

While moving a pallet truck, his
foot was caught between it and a
forklift tyne, bruising to foot

1

Fell while climbing stairs, injured
his wrist while breaking his fall

8

Welding caused soreness in eyes,
auto darkening on the welding
helmet was faulty

1

Stacking 8 kg drums, lifted one
above shoulder height and
strained his back

9

Twisted a knee while turning to
open a door

9

Forklift crashed while loading a
truck, strained arm

2

Erecting cardboard boxes, felt
sudden pain in the back

37

Forklift slipped, punctured a
drum, person became unwell
from inhalation of chemical fumes

1

Tripped over a pallet while
bantering and chasing a fellow
worker, strained an ankle

5

Pulling a pallet truck, the wheels
got stuck. The effort to free it
caused a shoulder strain

199

Uncoupling a hose from a tanker,
was splashed with caustic soda.
Some material entered his
boot while washing it from his
chemical suit, resulting in a burn
to the foot

10

While drilling a hole, the bit
slipped, perforated his glove and
removed a nail from a finger

2

Transporting a water bottle on
the handlebars of a bicycle, fell
and hurt his knee

6

Person slipped while walking
down an unloading ramp, hit his
knee on the ground

7

Person slipped on a wet floor and
strained her back

4
20

During maintenance, he hit his
ankle on a sprocket, causing a
varicose vein to be ruptured

7

After an emergency exercise,
carried several breathing sets,
strained his back
Unloading a truck with a forklift,
strained his back while driving

5
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Anita Cinnamon, Purchasing
Coordinator, Calgary

LTIFR North America 2001 - 2011

LTIFR South America 2001 - 2011

LTIFR South East Asia 2001 - 2011
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In 2011, 29 locations worked for the entire
year without any injury sufficiently severe to
require an absence from work of one or more
days (34 in 2010). The sites free of serious
injury are listed in the table below.
Most of our Regional Service Centres (10 of
12) in Australia have never recorded a lost
time injury, the longest period being for
Adelaide RSC, which opened 17 years ago.

Locations gaining safety awards in 2011
Safety awards are presented to sites that
have achieved 200,000 hours free of lost time
injury. For small sites, an award is achieved if
the site has worked for 5 years without serious
injury. Sites that qualified for awards are listed
in the table below.

Kadina RSC

Adelaide RSC

Kadina RSC

Botlek

Launceston RSC

Botlek

Laverton

Cairo

Lytton

Cairo

Linz

Calgary

Malaysia

Calgary

Lytton

Chicago Office

Merak

Chicago Office

Malaysia

Cropcare H/O and
field

Merredin RSC

Merak

Moree RSC

Cropcare H/O and
field

Croplands Aust

Nufarm NZ

Croplands Aust

Moree RSC

Deutschland
GmBH

Raleigh

Deutschland
GmBH

Nufarm NZ

Gennevilliers
Geraldton RSC
Horsham RSC
Indonesia office
and field

2003

2005

2007

2009

2011

Spain
Tamworth RSC
Texas Seeds
Toowoomba RSC
Wagga RSC
Welshpool
RSC: Regional Service Centre,
Australia

Sites - hours free of lost time at end 2011
The table below shows the status of sites at
the end of the year. While not high in the
table, Merak in Indonesia has had one injury
(in 2010) after a period of 15 years (2,800,000
hours) without injury.
Site

It should be noted that Laverton and Linz,
while having one or more lost time injuries
during the year, did work for a period of
>200,000 hours free of such injury, therefore
qualifying for an award.

Adelaide RSC

Esperance RSC

2001

Nufarm region

Locations free of lost time injuries in 2011

Dubbo RSC

2011

Dubbo RSC
Esperance RSC
Gennevilliers
Geraldton RSC
Horsham RSC
Indonesia office
and field

Merredin RSC

Raleigh
Spain
Wagga RSC
Welshpool
Wyke

Hours

MASTRA Malaysia

2,112,617

Indonesia Office and field

1,825,035

Chicago office *

1,557,389

Nufarm New Zealand

889,321

Welshpool

666,967

Cairo (Framchem)

635,913

Crop Care H/O and field

568,215

Calgary

562,683

Botlek

541,770

Croplands

497,596

Laverton

432,489

Lytton

432,171

Malaysia Nufarm *

365,616

Gennevilliers *

349,149

Deutschland GmbH *

324,918

Merak

294,271

Linz

243,958

Spain *

237,480

All other sites

< 200,000

* Predominantly offices, no operations, few field operations
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Medical treatment injury frequency rate

Cora Salem, Team Leader, Packaging
and Labelling Group, Laverton

MTIFR Australia 2001 - 2011

MTIFR Europe 2001 - 2011

MTIFR NZ and Croplands 2001 - 2011
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Injury analysis

By our definition, we record all the injuries
that result in loss of time also as medical
treatment injuries. To these we add those
injuries that required treatment by a qualified
medical practitioner (excluding those that
are of a diagnostic or precautionary nature
only). Those injuries that could be treated
by a person trained in first aid or a qualified
nurse are not counted as medical treatment
injuries.

The graphs on this page analyse total injuries,
including the most minor, reported in 2011.

There were 34 medical treatment injuries of
which 14 did not involve loss of working days
(10 in 2010, 9 in 2009). Like the increase of
lost time injuries, this rise is not acceptable
and we will work towards a significant
reduction in 2012.

Lost time injuries (LTIs), and their causes, are
discussed earlier (page 4).
First aid injuries and even less severe injuries
predominate (’report only’, ‘none’ and
‘unsure’) , as one would expect. ‘Alternative
duty’ injuries include those of a precautionary
nature where a person has suffered a minor
injury that could possibly be aggravated
unless some change is made temporarily
to the person’s normal duties. Some people
report injuries that, on investigation, are
found to be personal illnesses.

2007

2009

Limit

2011

Nufarm region

Every lost time injury suffered in 2011 could
have been prevented if people had followed
our safe working practices and/or took just a
little time to think before acting. Increasingly,
our focus is on behaviour in the workplace,
the challenge is to have employees use
our UIR reporting system to report unsafe
behaviours in such a way that we can deal
with the behaviours without punishing the
people involved.

Lost time injuries
Nu

Nufarm Brazil

se Wyke Chicago
Heights
ed
mbia
Colo

Gaillon
tralia

Most common injuries are strains, sprains,
cuts and bruising. Serious injuries (lost time)
show the same pattern, with 16 of 20 due
to the same causes. Exposure to chemicals
(7.7% of all injuries) is a little higher than
in 2010, which is of concern, as are serious
chemical injuries at 15% (3 of 20 LTIs).

s
ra Au
Mast

Total reported incidents
34

In an endeavour to remove situations that
could give rise to injuries, we report situations
that ‘are not as they should be’ (UIRs). The
graphic shows that for every serious injury,
people report over 100 UIRs. It has been this
program that we believe has helped us to
reduce our serious injuries to 22% of that in
2000, a nearly five fold reduction.

Kwinana

Laverton

Linz

247

405

LTI and MTI

First aid

Total reported injuries
(including the most minor)

4,926

Near Misses (UIR)
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Jos Bachaus, Project and Maintenance
Manager,Information Systems Manager,
Botlek

MTIFR North America 2001 - 2011

MTIFR South America 2001 - 2011

MTIFR South East Asia 2001 - 2011
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Safety begins with teamwork

Classification of injuries
Journey Accident
Alternative duties
Medical Treatment injury
Unsure
None
Lost Time Injury
Personal illness
Death
Report only

First Aid

Injury types

er

Oth

Joint pain Chem inhale Death
Fracture
Foreign body
Personal ill
Burn
Strains or sprains
Abrasion
Contusion
Cuts or lacerations
al burn
Chemic
Bruise

Other

Irritation

Body part injured
Wrist

Neck Elbow Lung
Foot

Shoulder

Multiple
Hand

Leg
Arm
Ankle

Finger
Back

Body
Knee

Face
Head

In the United States there is an injury
classification that has stricter reporting
criteria than the Nufarm global category of
Medical Treatment Injury (MTI). It is known as
an OSHA Recordable, named after the federal
agency, Occupational Safety and Health
Organization. For years the Chicago Heights
plant recognized the site employees when
milestones were reached without an OSHA
Recordable injury. At 90 day increments,
tokens of appreciation are distributed such
as pocket umbrellas, hats, and drinking
cups. Each token has the Nufarm name and
Chicago Heights Plant proudly displayed.
As the length of period increases so does
the value of the token. In May of 2011, the
site reached one year without an OSHA
Recordable Injury and jackets were provided
to all site workers, permanent and temporary.

Eye

In addition to the site workers,
tokens are also distributed to
supporting people outside of the
plant including individuals in Burr
Ridge and Laverton. That’s where
the real challenge was presented.
Roughly three years ago, Volker Maier
thanked the site for the recognition
but sent pictures of other sites’
recognition items and asked the
question: “Why doesn’t the item
from Chicago Heights have the site’s
safety slogan on the item like other
locations?” The simple answer was,

Chicago Heights did not have a site safety
slogan and just emphasized “TAKE FIVE”. So
the search began!
The Safety and Health Committee has
established an annual contest for all the
site workers to submit suggestions. The
committee narrows the suggestions to four
and these are submitted to Tom Lyons, EVP
Operations, who selects the winner. The
winner receives a gift card. The slogan is
then printed on a banner and hung on the
front of the office building. Signs are also
made and displayed throughout the plant
to remind people of the safety slogan. For
three years, this process has been successful
in generating awareness, stirring creative
thoughts and reminding people that “Safety
Begins With Teamwork”, the 2012 winning
slogan submitted by Melissa Keil.

2012 Melissa Keil, with previous winners, Leonard Thomas and Greg Pekny
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Severity

Billal Hossain, General Worker,
MASTRA Malaysia

Severity Australia 2001 - 2011

Severity Europe 2001 - 2011

Severity NZ and Croplands 2001 - 2011
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Severity
Severity is a measure of the seriousness of the
injuries that resulted in loss of working days
(severity rate = days lost per thousand hours
worked).

UIR/IR ratio
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It is recognised that a significant and
sustained effort is needed to ensure that this
trend is reversed.
UIRs
We continue to place a great deal of
importance on reporting of UIRs (near misses
or ‘things that are not as they should be’).
The graphs provide data on the UIR system,
showing the increasing reporting over the
years that has helped us to lower injury rates.
We intend to focus even more strongly on
this system with the aim of reversing the
negative trend seen this year, particularly
on the critical category of ‘At Risk Behaviour’.
To this end we will continue to extend the
coverage of our behavioural safety training
program.

1500

2001

Our global performance deteriorated
significantly in 2011, with a rise to 0.052
(from 0.012 in 2010). One of the 20 lost time
injuries, a strained shoulder in Gaillon, France,
accounted for 199 days of the global total of
338 days lost. If this injury had been avoided,
the global severity would have been 0.022,
still above the global Nufarm target of <0.016.
(It should be noted that the death in
Laverton, Australia, is not included in the
severity statistics).

Number of UIRs reported

2000
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Gerda Stromer, Assistant to
Operations Management, Linz

Severity North America 2001 - 2011

Severity South America 2001 - 2011

Severity South East Asia 2001 - 2011
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New workplace health and safety laws
In Australia, laws covering Occupational
Health and Safety (OHS) are managed by
the individual States and Territories and, as
a result, there are nine different sets of OHS
laws in the country.
In July 2008, the Council of Australian
Governments (which comprises the
Commonwealth, State and Territory
Governments) signed an agreement which
set out the principles and processes for
co-operation between all parties on the
development of model OHS legislation. This
was the first time all jurisdictions had made
a formal commitment to harmonise OHS
laws in Australia. The stated objectives of
harmonising these laws were:
•
to protect the health and safety of
workers
•
to improve safety outcomes in
workplaces
•
to reduce compliance costs for
businesses, and
•
to improve efficiencies for regulator
agencies.
The new laws were meant to come into force
across the entire country on January 1, 2012.

Some of the more significant elements of
these harmonised OHS laws are
•
a primary duty of care requiring persons
conducting a business or undertaking
to, as far as reasonably practicable,
ensure the health and safety of workers
and others who may be affected by the
work. The wording in the law is such
that it captures all the different types
of working relationships and not just
employee - employer.
•
duties of care for persons who influence
the way work is carried out, as well as
the integrity of products used for work.
•
a requirement that “officers” exercise
due diligence to ensure compliance.
(Note: An officer is a senior executive
who makes, or participates in making,
decisions that affect the whole, or a
substantial part, of the business or
undertaking).
The final document totals approximately
850 pages of legislation. Added to this, there
are 24 Codes of Practice (so far) which cover
the practical implementation of each of the
different elements of the laws. Some codes
of practice have not yet been released, even
in draft form.
As the legislative priorities differed widely
between the various jurisdictions, not all
were able to meet the January 1, 2012 start
date. As a consequence, the following states/

territories have adopted the harmonised OHS
into law:
•
Queensland
•
New South Wales
•
Northern Territory
•
Australian Capital Territory
•
Commonwealth administered areas.
The states that have not adopted the
harmonised OHS laws yet for various state
based reasons are:
•
Western Australia
•
Victoria
•
South Australia
•
Tasmania
These jurisdictions are currently conducting
further detailed reviews and assessments
with a view to implementing all, or most, of
the harmonised laws over the next 12-24
months.
We were expecting that the harmonised
laws would come into effect at roughly the
same time across all states, and continue to
hope that there will not be many differences
in the laws across the various jurisdictions
to simplify the generation of procedures
and training across all of our Australian
operations.
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Health, safety and

Nicolas Parmentier, HSE technician,
Gaillon
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Health and safety expenditure

Wyke, UK, Safety Trophy

Historically, we have expanded the
Nufarm business by acquisition of plant
and distribution assets globally. Since
the acquisition of Wyke in 2008, no new
production facilities have been bought,
indeed, there has been some rationalisation
of production. As a consequence, there has
been a declining need for safety related
capital investment over the last four years. In
2011, there have been no major safety related
projects, but most sites have continued with
smaller ones.

People on our sites find various ways of
encouraging a focus on safety. Our site in
Wyke presents an annual safety trophy for
outstanding contributions to safe working.

An additional reason for lower expenditure
(both capital and safety management
costs) has been the closure of Belvedere
and rationalisation (and closure of some
production plants) in Gaillon.
Training has continued. People directly
involved in safety management peaked
in 2008 with the Wyke acquisition and
have declined since as a consequence of
rationalisation of production facilities.
The overall investment for safety at around
$A 10 million remains significant.

‘Following the award of this trophy in 2009
to Richard Knight, I am pleased to announce
that the winner for 2010 is Ian Judd, the
Purchasing Manager ‘ said Susan White, HS&E
manager in Wyke.

2002

2003

Whilst we all have a legal duty to work safely
on site, it is sometimes not widely recognised
how much work is done to ensure that
existing and new facilities are designed and
operated in as safe a manner as possible.

2005

2006

2007

Workers comp premiums
2008

2009

2010

2011

Small changes such as the Hi Vis policy
make an immediate visual impact to the site
but there are many less obvious and more
challenging health and safety issues being
tackled on site.
Ian has worked with other departments on
site to update and implement changes to
critical safety systems including:
1.

This annual award recognises Ian’s
outstanding work on the Safety Management
Systems and critical risk reduction
procedures.

2004

Monitoring

2.

3.

The HAZOP procedures, which ensure
that hazards are identified and suitable
preventative measures are proposed.
The introduction of Human Factors
Assessments, which aim to reduce errors
by engineering out opportunities for
human error.
The Management of Change
procedures, which make sure that
changes to plant and processes are
properly considered and managed in an
appropriate manner.

“Ian has now moved into a new role, but the
work that he has done will help provide a safe
working foundation for the Wyke site for years
to come” said Mark Goddard, UK and Ireland
Country Manager.

Ian Judd receiving the trophy from Mark Goddard
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environment expenditure
Nufarm group environment expenditure
20

Nurul Huda, Store Assistant,
MASTRA Malaysia

Breakdown of environment related expenditure 2001 - 2011
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Odour control

Capital investment for environmentally
related projects has declined since 2008
for the same reasons as safety related
expenditure.

Some materials we handle, especially
insecticides, are odourous. To avoid
complaints from neighbours, areas and
equipment where these materials are being
handled are ventilated, with the extracted air
subsequently treated to destroy odourous
components.

The installation of more effective control
systems and equipment has decreased the
need for some performance monitoring
frequencies, resulting in a decrease in
monitoring costs.
The most significant contributor to the
‘other costs’ category over the last five years
has been the cost of dealing with empty,
contaminated containers returned from the
field in Brazil.
It should be noted that the demolition and
clean-up costs involved in the Belvedere
closure and Gaillon rationalisation are not
included in the expenditure figures in the
graph above.

The ‘old’ scrubber on our Lytton site has
been successful, there have been no odour
complaints against the site for six years;
however, it is at the end of its useful life and
being replaced.
The site has taken the opportunity to design
improvement into the replacement scrubber.

2010

Environment
training

Licences

Other costs

2011

The new scrubber will:
•

•

•

have a higher extraction capacity
to more effectively extract air from
buildings and equipment, with a greater
diameter and a more efficient fan
be connected to higher capacity
stainless steel modular ducting,
re-routed for improved extraction
performance with an increased number
of extraction points
have a more effective dosing system for
continuous caustic soda/hypochlorite
dosing to the scrubbing liquid. The old
scrubber was only dosed once a shift
with pH control that proved ineffective
in ensuring that the scrubber
liqour was always within regulatory
limits (97 non-conformances were
recorded in 2011, down from 152 in
2010). The new system is expected
to overcome this problem
Continuous improvement is a core
value within Nufarm.

The new Lytton scrubber during installation
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Anderson Fagion,
Logistics Coordinator, Brazil

Taking Process Safety to the Next Level
In a business such as ours, potential loss
of containment arguably poses the single
largest business risk. This is why we are
continually striving to improve our Process
Safety Management (PSM) systems in order
to minimise, manage and control such risks.
Our UK site in Wyke, Yorkshire, has been
working together with HFL Risk Services, one
of the UK’s foremost PSM and Loss Prevention
specialists, for a number of years now and
as a result has an impressive and improving
safety record.
Keen to replicate the results of our UK site
throughout the Group, we embarked on a
PSM benchmarking programme and series of
workshops with HFL Risk Services in 2011/12.
The activity kicked off with a Process Safety
Leadership training day which took place
at our Gaillon site in France and involved
representatives from Gaillon, Linz, Botlek and
Wyke.
Results from the UK chemical industry’s
inaugural benchmarking programme,
involving a representative study of COMAH
sites and undertaken by HFL Risk, highlighted,
amongst other points, a lack of leadership
involvement and absence of detail in high
level policies covering process safety. The
Nufarm training day sought to address this
by establishing a common understanding
on Process Safety Management and critical
Risk Control Systems (RCS). The training
programme had also been developed in
line with the new Cogent Industry Training
Standard for Process Safety Leadership.
Throughout the day the group, comprising
senior management, were educated
on subjects pertinent to the integrity of
Nufarm sites from a safety perspective.
These included the consequences of major
accidents; the business case for effective
PSM; key elements of an effective PSM
system; assurance processes for effective risk
management; how to achieve continuous
improvement in process safety performance;
benchmarking Risk Control Systems; and
how to promote a positive process safety
culture throughout the workplace. Workshop
activities focused on a review of Major
Accident Hazards across the participating
Nufarm sites; the identification of Critical Risk
Control Systems; and developing a risk-based
approach to PSM.

Feedback from the training and workshops
was very positive and enthused participants
in approaching the next stage of the PSM
journey: benchmarking of the four sites.
Site Benchmarking
Benchmarking activities were undertaken
at the individual sites between November
2011 and January 2012. Four key Risk Control
Systems were under scrutiny: Process Safety
Culture; Competence Management; Asset
Integrity Management; and Management
of Change. The reasons for undertaking
the benchmarking were to compare
individual site performance against best
practice guidelines and to identify common
strengths and weaknesses. The results of the
benchmarking studies will be used to inform
and develop a corporate strategy for Nufarm
as a group.
Assessment Methodology
The participating sites were benchmarked
using a tried and tested methodology,
employed successfully during the UK’s first
PSM benchmarking study investigating Asset
Integrity Management at 12 COMAH sites.
This high-profile study was supported by the
Chemical Industries Association, the Health
& Safety Executive and the National Skills
Academy for the Process Industries.
Assessment of each site was undertaken
using HFL Risk’s unique INSIGHT Lifecycle®
auditing tool. This comprises a series of
question sets designed to quickly and
accurately pinpoint areas for improvement
and allows all PSM elements to be examined
independently. The questions take into
consideration findings from the Process
Safety Leadership Group (PSLG) following
the UK Buncefield inquiry and are based
on recognised standards, CCPS Guidance
for Risk Based Process Safety and the HSE’s
guidance HSG65 ‘Successful Health & Safety
Management.’
To ensure that all aspects of daily operation
were covered by the assessment, the
questions were posed to cross-functional
teams from each site. Scorings were allocated
according to the POPMAR model set out in
the HSG65 – i.e. against Policy, Organisation,
Planning & Implementation, Monitoring,
Audit and Review, taking into account the
four P’s of process safety – the Process, Plant,
Procedures and People.

Moving forward
The workshop and benchmarking activities
conducted amongst these four European sites
have underlined a number of factors relating
to the implementation of key Risk Control
Systems. If we are to meet the needs of the
business, we need to develop and implement
corporate policies, objectives and targets
which are aligned to those needs. This way
we will be able to determine the scale of our
success. In addition, any procedures which
are local to specific sites need to comply with
Nufarm’s corporate policies.
Monitoring of PSPIs at both site and group
level will be central in confirming that the
key Risk Control Systems are operating
as they should. In accordance with HFL
Risk’s recommendations, we will also be
performing regular site and group audits to
ensure compliance with local procedures and
corporate policies. A series of periodic reviews
will also take place in order to confirm that
the business’ needs are maintained.

Study session in Gaillon
Quotations
“Benchmarking has proved extremely
valuable. HFL Risk’s knowledge and
expertise in process safety has been hugely
instrumental in helping us to develop and
embed a culture of process safety and
continual improvement in our European
sites. We are very much looking forward to
extending this programme to all sites within
the group in the near future.”
Mick Lunn, Group HSE Manager

“Our experience of benchmarking
demonstrates that no matter what the
country, there are common issues which
can be addressed with standard policies,
procedures and training. We are delighted
to be able to assist Nufarm in their quest for
continual improvement in PSM. “
Julian Hought, Managing Director, HFL Risk
Services
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Scott Whiting, forklift driver,
Laverton

Weighty matters!

Increasing attention in developed countries
is focused on health problems caused by
modern lifestyles. One manifestation is the
increasing weight of people and the health
problems this causes. Ever more of us are
engaged in sedentary jobs, and even on
the manufacturing plants we continue to
install equipment to prevent physical injury
as a consequence of which we reduce the
amount of physical exercise we do and,
unless we take action, our weight increases.
Nufarm in Laverton was the first site in
Australia to implement ‘Weight Watchers
At Work’ into the workplace. The Weight
Watchers brand was chosen as employees
could gain an education based approach to
a healthier lifestyle, without feeling deprived
of their favourite foods and beverages. The
highly popular and successful program
is like no other. No pills, potions, sprays
or milkshakes. No fads. No gimmicks. A
fully trained Weight Watchers Consultant
attends the workplace once a week and
actually teaches our members how to lose
weight and keep it off, factoring in those
unexpected and random lifestyle activities.
The ‘At Work ‘program was one that fit into
our workplace, one that our employees
could enjoy at a convenient time for all
concerned.
Our Laverton site first implemented the
‘Weight Watchers At Work’ program in
October 2011. 18 members joined up for a
15 week program. A total of 102kg were lost
with ten members achieving 5% weight loss,
four with 10% weight loss and one attaining
Weight Watchers Lifetime membership status
(Weight Watchers Lifetime Membership
requirements are that a member reach
his/her goal weight in accordance with
the healthy BMI scale). The Laverton site is
currently enjoying series 2 of the program.
Nufarm Kwinana in WA commenced
meetings 22nd November 2011 with 10
members joining a 15 week program. A loss
of 58.2 kg in total, with 8 members losing
5% of their starting weight, and 1 member
losing 10%.
The group commented that they thoroughly
enjoyed the camaraderie amongst
participants and support of the weekly

on-site Weight Watchers meetings. Members
reported that previously they often walked
past each other with a simple greeting of
‘hello’. Since joining the ‘Weight Watchers At
Work’ program that simple hello has now
become a positive daily discussion about
their very own health and wellness.
Next to introduce the At Work program on
site were Crop Care in Murarrie, Brisbane.
Meetings commenced 10th February 2012
with 14 members joining a 15 week program.
Impressive weight losses have occurred after
only 10 weeks.

Crop Care enlisted the help of Weight
Watchers to assist with the “battle of the
bulge”. Thirteen of the twenty office based
employees have embraced the “healthy way
of life”. So far, in eight weeks the “Losers” have
lost more than fifty kilos. Some have small
amounts to lose, others much, much more.
But the challenge has brought the whole of
Crop Care together (even those not on the
Program).
The new catch phase at Crop Care is “How
many points in that?”
There is fierce competition each week to
see who has lost the most weight. Nobody
wants to be the person who has put on
weight or remained the same. As an
offshoot, there is now a walking group at
lunchtime and everyone compares “Activity
Points” earned on the weekends.
Friday mornings are a combination of both
nervousness and excitement; until our
fearless leader, Lorraine, decrees the level of
our success. Then we all celebrate our “wins”
and plot our attack for the next week.
Lorraine said: “We hope that in the future
you will be seeing a lot less of US! We are
Downsizing and We’re All Losers!”

All sites commented that had the Weight
Watchers At Work Program not been on site
each week, this phenomenal ‘life change’
probably would not have happened. The
convenience of learning the skills of healthy
eating could be done in the convenience
and comfort of their very own workplace
surrounded by supportive work colleagues.
The on site program has given our employees
the tools to embrace life, including the entire
family and learn how a healthier lifestyle is
easily attainable.
In an effort to match the emphasis which
the company places on Safety, Nufarm New
Zealand undertook a three year programme
around employee Health and was recently
presented with the Heartbeat Challenge
Award from the Auckland Public Health
Service. Over the three years, employees
participated in three nutrition activities, three
exercise related activities and three wellbeing
related activities. Staff have great memories of
the NuFeet walking programme where many
of us wore pedometers around the site all day
and delivered mail by hand at times just to
“get the miles up!”
One of the nutrition outcomes was a new
policy on the type of food offered at company
events and functions, as well as the food
on offer in snack boxes. It also included
talks from a dietician and training on how
to interpret nutritional information on food
labels.
Apart from NuFeet, the exercise related
deliverables included ergonomics training
and stretching exercises for staff when in the
office or during breaks.
Sue Dean says “We plan to continue these
and other activities throughout the coming
year, eg “Weigh2Go”, a weight-loss and
healthy eating regime, that was introduced as
a trial to selected staff and will be offered to
all staff next year. A wellness sub-committee
of the H&S committee will also be created”.
Patrick Clement, Nufarm NZ manager, said:
“all Nufarm staff in New Zealand can be proud
of this award and we owe a special thanks to
our nurse of over 20 years, Lynda Van Dam,
for extending her health focus beyond the
annual medical checkup and flu vaccination”.
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Environmental complaints

Louis Da Conceiçao, Head of
spectrometry Lab, Gennevilliers
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Complaints

Improvement notice, Laverton

We are pleased to report that the number
of genuine environmental complaints
continues to fall, with four in 2011. One
odour complaint was caused by a raw
material that arrived on site in Brazil in a
sub-standard condition that caused us to
have it incinerated. Unfortunately, some of
the unpleasant odour escaped and caused
a resident to complain. The second odour
complaint arose from operations in Wyke.

Following a critical review by the Auditor
General, the stance of EPA Victoria
(Environment Protection Authority) has
changed to a strong compliance and
regulatory role. Traditionally the EPA would
work with industry towards the solution
to a problem however, to ensure greater
transparency, more aggressive stance by
the EPA has resulted in them issuing notices
throughout the industry. At the Laverton
North site we had been working hand in
hand with the EPA, treating legacy ground
and ground water issues that are confined
within site boundaries. However, this year
we were issued a Clean-Up Notice which
required an additional audited review of the
site and its activities. It is not expected to offer
any significant benefits or actions other than
to reconfirm the work that has already been
undertaken.

The other two complaints were for noise, one
was for an alarm that initiated on a tank farm
in Gaillon on the weekend and continued for
a considerable time as the factory was closed.
The other occurred in Wyke, apparently from
a slipping belt on a machine on a roof.
Many of our sites are located close to villages,
homes and schools. We continue in our
efforts to be good neighbours and not
disturb residents.
Tests
The number of environmental tests carried
out by us peaked in 2008 with the acquisition
of the Wyke operation.
Closure of operations on the Belvedere site
in the following year reduced requirements
for testing and the recent reorganisation of
production in Europe resulted in a much
diminished operation and testing in Gaillon.

At our Laverton North site we have operated
a ‘Returnable Container’ program since the
early 1990’s. This program has offered a
number of environmental benefits both to
Nufarm and its customers. With the increase
in the number of returnable containers being
used within the agricultural industry, the
storage area at the Laverton site has been
enlarged accordingly. The storage area was
purpose built for sealed empty containers
and posed minimal or no environmental
risk. However, as the surface did not meet
the bunding guideline definitions, a Pollution

Abatement Notice was issued. We are
currently contesting this decision as we
believe that the risk assessment by the EPA
was inaccurate. We are concerned that this
could place the ‘Returnable Drum’ program
in jeopardy and fear it may cause far greater
environmental consequences.
Employee of the year, Colombia
Our Colombian operation has initiated a
program of recognition for the employee
voted by his colleagues as best performer
during the year.
The person receiving the award for 2011 is
Leonardo Navia Bedoya. He won the most
votes from co-workers. His achievements
have been to: maintain Quality Management
System ISO 9001-2008 and Recognition in
the Responsible Care Program, teamwork,
respect, innovation, initiative and always
going that extra mile.

Leonardo Navia and Rob Schwehr
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and compliance, air emissions
Environmental tests compliance

Emissions to air 2003 - 2011

% compliance

100.0

99.5

Leonel Viafara, Quality Assistant,
Colombia

99.0

Kg

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

CO

4,635

2,793

2,533

2,533

2,813

3,645**

13,150**

10,362

12,636

Freon

150

151

273

1

178

70

105

300

202

Herbicides

333

296

397

417

686

600

435

510

513

Inorganics

126

74

53

74

66

124

140

54

67

NOx

14,021

11,162

9,521

8,929

9,029

181,285*

142,032*

100,213

150,010

Particulates

1,211

3,311

1,420

1,268

1,559

2,307

2,087

1,828

1,651

23

48

7

7

-

620

631

12

6

SOx

1,414

1,416

2,991

1,175

1,169

1,284

1,724

1,395

1,101

VOC

355,209

307,357

50,625

59,248

76,209

86,012

117,923

25,211

22,466

Total (excl SEAC)

103,122

104,109

67,819

73,652

91,709

275,949

278,227

139,885

188,652

Phenolics
98.5

98.0
2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

* Wyke, purchased in 2008.
* *Wyke did not report CO emissions in 2008. Source is CHP power plant and boilers

Compliance

Permit to Work review

Nine of the 16 production sites reported
100% compliance with environmental tests.
One site, Lytton in Queensland, recorded 97
non-compliances (total for Nufarm = 122)
with results of testing on their scrubber
liquor hypochlorite levels. This has been a
problem for a number of years and is being
addressed (see page 11 of this report). It
should be said that while the monitoring
results were outside the set limits, the
scrubber has achieved its duty of removing
odourous materials, with zero complaints
from neighbours over the last six years. The
remaining non-conformances are minor
excursions above set limits. None had
significant consequences.
Air emissions
Some emissions, CO, SOx and particulates
are calculated from energy use, based on
published emissions factors. So are NOx
emissions from all but one plant. Wyke
carries out nitration reactions and does some
recovery of NOx. They also have continuous
NOx measurements on their stacks. Lower
energy demand in 2010 resulted in lower
CO and NOx release. In 2011, an increase in
energy intensive production caused higher
emissions of both CO and NOx from Wyke’s
co-generation plant and boilers.

During 2011, the opportunity was taken
to overhaul the corporate Nufarm Permit
to Work (PTW) system. This system is
fundamental to the way that maintenance
and project work is done on all Nufarm sites,
to provide safe systems of work.

The reduction in VOC emissions in 2010 and
2011 are due to production rationalisation in
Europe with closure of some production units
in Gaillon, France.

As part of this review process, input was
sought from a number of Nufarm sites
(Australian and international), local and
international chemical companies and local
and international mining and manufacturing
companies.
The review began in late June and involved
a Laverton based working party which
included- Neil Blackman, Luke Wenlock,
Jesmond Ellul, Mick Lunn and Adrian
Olinowski, with the assistance of Owen Dyson
(Organisational Development and Training
Manager- Nufarm Wyke). The procedures,
permit forms and training programs were
completed by the end of September. The new
permit system went live in October 2011 at
the Laverton site.
The key features of the new permit system are
•
The PTW has been split into two
separate documents (A General Work
Permit (GWP)and a Hot Work Permit). The
Confined Space Entry Permit remains a
separate document.
•
All other documents, related to the task
(eg Hot Work Permit, Safe Work Reviews,

•

•
•

•
•

•

Non Routine Job Assessment, etc) are
attached to the job copy of the GWP.
Guidance is given to all permit issuers,
on an extensive range of hazards that
they need to consider and record on
the GWP. This is designed to aid, and not
replace, the thinking process, which has
always been fundamental to the Nufarm
permit system.
All isolations and control measures are
fully documented on the GWP.
Personnel who accept permits are now
formally trained in the Permit to Work
system.
All people working on the job sign on
and off the GWP.
There is no change to the high level of
focus on following the requirements of
the Nufarm tagging system.
There is no change to the pivotal role of
the risk assessment conducted by the
permit issuer with all involved in the task
at the job site.

The new PTW system has already either been
implemented or is in the process of being
implemented at the following locations - all
Australian manufacturing sites (Laverton,
Lytton, Kwinana, Welshpool), Otahuhu (New
Zealand), Calgary (Canada) and Chicago
Heights (USA).
In excess of 250 people have already been
trained in the new PTW system.
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Energy use

Milena Alengar, Quality Analyst,
Brazil
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Energy use

Behavioural safety

Compared with most chemical companies,
we are a relatively modest user of energy.

Behavioural safety training courses were held
in a number of areas during the year. Here
are some extracts from comments made by
three sites.

We used a little less energy in 2011 than
2010, mainly because of a reduction in
production volume. That reduction was
predominately in formulated products minimal energy users. This has caused a slight
increase in the calculated overall release of
CO2 per tonne production.
The last three years has seen a significant
reduction in CO2 release attributed to
electricity use, and a major increase to that
of fuel. Our plant in Wyke, acquired in 2008,
is a large user of both electricity and steam,
and draws both from an on-site gas fired
co-generation plant. The CO2 released has
been accounted for under ‘fuel’.
Three of our sites, Botlek, Gaillon and Linz
draw steam from third parties. In each case,
we have allowed for the amount of CO2
released from the generation of steam. In the
case of Botlek and Gaillon, the steam comes
from co-generation, while the source in
Linz is from waste heat from other chemical
operations in Chemiepark Linz.
Note: we calculate actual CO2 emitted, making
allowances for non CO2 generating energy
sources such as hydroelectricity, nuclear, solar
and wind generators (about 12% of total).
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2011

2011

The behavioural safety training in Calgary
was a large success. Attendees represented
all avenues of the business from sales, office,
management, operations and regulatory. The
biggest success was the new revived attitude
of all toward safety and, most importantly,
the actual behaviour shift of all that attended.
New safety meetings have been scheduled,
safety slogan contests have begun, safety
meeting participation has improved, and
most importantly, all safety rules, policies, and
procedures are now viewed with a positive
outlook for not only an individual’s safety
but the safety of those working alongside.
UIR incident reporting has increased. The
challenge now is to keep this elevated safety
behavior shift continuing forward. We’ll do
well to remember this year’s safety slogan
“DON’T LEARN SAFETY BY ACCIDENT!”
SAFETY is EVERYONE’S job! In the early fall,
Mick Lunn (Nufarm Group HS&E Manager)
coordinated two Behavioural Safety training
courses at the US Corporate office titled “HSE
- Making it MY Business”. Twenty five Chicago
Heights & Burr Ridge employees attended the
four day course. The presenters used fun and
interactive ways for us to learn about safety
techniques, helping make everyone more

aware of hazards, and how to become a true
HSE Leader. A prime objective of the course
is to empower each employee to question
what is being done and to obtain the
confidence and tools to challenge day-to-day
activities if he/she considers that they present
risks. Across the board, all who attended the
training enjoyed it and suggested that all
Nufarm employees should attend this class.
A number of ongoing group projects were
initiated during the sessions. It was a great
experience to bring the plant and office
together on the most important value we
hold here at Nufarm - Safety.
Behavioural safety training sessions were
held in Linz during the year. They were well
received by staff that attended; so far 65 have
been involved, with a further 36 to attend in
2012. The outcomes from the training include
the following actions decided by participants:
•
acceptance of safe working practices
such as wearing safety goggles and
required PPE
•
actively observe people’s behaviour
•
encourage colleagues in correct
behaviour, include positive
reinforcement, not just criticism
•
improve safety performance
•
take care of colleagues and their safety
behaviour
•
better stress management
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Manfred Schertler, Project and
Maintenance Manager, Linz
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People do not mind reporting problems with
equipment or procedures that are faulty,
but become reluctant to report incidents or
activities that may involve criticism of people,
especially of fellow workers.
Our safety training has, for many years,
encouraged our people to report these
incidents, including ‘risky behaviours’, without
putting the blame on people (or identifying
them). It has not been easy to convince
employees that we want to know about
particular activities so we can encourage
change, rather than to blame and punish
people. However, we can see from our
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Gaillon
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2009

records that we are progressively improving
reporting in this area.
For the graph below we have selected the
seven most common UIRs (incidents or
situations not involving injury) reported
in 2011, and have also shown progress in
reporting these types of incidents over the
last eleven years. The fourth most common,
‘at risk behaviour’ is totally people related. A
proportion of another four types, ‘observed
risk’, ‘improvement suggestions’, ‘noncompliance’ and ‘housekeeping problems’
also have causes that relate to actions by
individuals. For every category of these
incidents there has been significant increase
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in reporting. Indeed, the category of ‘at risk
behaviour’ was not being reported at all
before 2006 when we began behavioural
safety training.
It should be noted that the sudden increase
in reports on ‘failure of plant item resulted
from the Wyke acquisition in 2008.
Why focus on people related incidents?
Firstly, because they are under-reported.
Secondly, after we have removed the more
risky situations with engineering solutions,
what remains are a few injuries, many of
which have to do with what we do and how
we do things - our behaviours. A review of
the twenty lost time injuries in 2011 showed
that all could have been prevented, and few,
if any, of them necessarily require engineering
solutions.
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People do not arrive at work with the
intention of injuring themselves, so there
is no value in punishing them. We need to
know what happened and then determine
what needs to be done to prevent or modify
the situation to avoid it resulting in a further
incident. The causes can be many; examples
are: lack of training, time pressure, fatigue,
lack of understanding (especially of written
instructions), language difficulties; the causes
are almost endless and we need to deal with
them if we are to further reduce injuries.
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Waste management

Dale Winter, Plant Manager,
Calgary
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Wastes

Over the last ten years there has been a
consistent, steady decrease in the amount
of waste generated per unit of production.
The reverse noted in 2008 was due to the
acquisition of the Wyke operation and
the closure of the Belvedere site. Wyke is
a large plant with a diversified range of
products involving synthesis, with lesser, but
increasing, amounts of formulated products.
Wyke is continuing to look for opportunities
to recover wastes at the point of generation
for return to processes.

The increase in salt discharge in 2011 is
largely due to an increase in production of
phenoxy acids in Wyke.
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Much of our synthesis is based on chlorine
chemistry, and an inevitable outcome is
that we generate effluents containing salt.
The salty effluent from the synthesis plants
is contaminated with organic materials
and cannot be discharged directly to the

24
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The reduction in chlorinated wastes in 2010
was due to the closure of some synthesis
plants in Gaillon and a change in product
mix on the Wyke site. The product mix in
Wyke changed once more in 2011 (to more
synthesis) with an increase in salt discharge.
Gaillon destroyed some raw materials of no
further use to it, resulting in an increase of
organic wastes.

Total waste excluding salt 2001 - 2011
25
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environment. The effluent is mostly treated
in sewage plants to biologically remove the
organics (BOD) before release of the salt into
natural water bodies. The waste discharge to
deep well is almost entirely salt.

‘000 tonne

We have ongoing programs on each of our
sites to minimise the generation of wastes.
Where this is possible, we aim to recycle or
re-use wastes.
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Sharon Bracey, Procurement
Manager, New Zealand
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Improved efficiency with new products
Nufarm has launched three new products to
the Australian market to provide more choice
on weed control.
‘Roundup Attack with iQ inside’, ‘Amicide
Advance 700’ and ‘Sharpen’ were officially
launched to the Australian market at events
held across Australia in late 2011.
The three products represent a $10 million
investment by Nufarm to develop new
formulations, including testing, field trials,
user reliability trials and finally, delivery
to market. They are a tangible example of
Nufarm’s commitment to innovation and a
testament to the company’s vision to bring
new products to the marketplace.
‘Roundup Attack with iQ inside’ is the latest in
this well known suite of glyphosate solutions
and is the result of more than nine years of
research and development by Nufarm and
Monsanto, replacing ‘Roundup PowerMAX’.
With 570g/L of active ingredient, ‘Roundup
Attack with iQ inside’ is now the product with
the most extensive use pattern on its labels in
the market, delivering faster brownout, better
final weed control and is more robust on
hard-to-kill weeds. The 5.5% increase in active
loading compared to ‘Roundup PowerMAX’
has the benefit of reducing packaging,
storage and transport requirements.

‘Amicide Advance 700’ has been specifically
developed for Australian farmers, having
been designed, tested and manufactured
locally. This ‘Amicide 625’ and ‘Surpass 475’
replacement product is the world’s first
700g/L 2,4-D amine dual salt formulation.
‘Amicide Advance 700’ is non-volatile with
an expanded label use pattern, greater use
flexibility, compatibility with all Roundup
products, and is up to 2.3 times stronger
than competitors’ formulations, making it a
more efficient product to store, transport and
handle.
Both ‘Roundup Attack with iQ inside’ and
‘Amicide Advance 700’ are available in
Nufarm’s revolutionary QuikPour pack, which
delivers faster and more precise pouring
with no glug or splash, as well as a 25%
reduction in weight compared to current 20L
containers, making it safer and easier to pour
– with obvious safety benefits to the user (for
more detail on QuikPour, refer to the Nufarm
Health, Safety and Environment Report 2011
on our website).
The introduction of QuikPour resulted in
more than an 80% reduction in plastic used
per litre of product compared with rigid
plastic containers.
‘Sharpen’ is a new broadleaf herbicide
which delivers fast burndown and better
control of weeds such as young fleabane,

capeweed, sowthistle and wild radish. It is
also compatible with Roundup products, so
growers receive broad spectrum control of
weeds.
Each product has undergone extensive
laboratory, glasshouse and field trials in local
conditions to ensure these are technically
superior products over generic formulations.
The response from customers to the three
new products has been extremely positive,
which has generated significant demand in
the first three months.
With the results and the positive feedback
received to date, we are confident that
these new products will continue to deliver
additional value and benefits to both our
distribution customers and Australian farmers.
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Water

Sylvain Buisson, Workshop
Manager, Gaillon
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Mick Lunn, largest donor becomes barber

Water use and efficiency

The great shave

Our sites are conscious of the need to
conserve water.

Daniel Stone, Senior Help Desk Analyst in
Laverton, wrote:

The graph shows the overall use of water
during the year, and the amount of water
that was used per tonne of production. The
2011 year saw a marginal increase in the
amount of water used together with a small
reduction in production. The basic cause
for the increased usage is a change in the
product mix.

Many of you will know that last year I took
part in this fantastic event. I wasn’t going to
do it again this year, but after pressure from
family members to cut my hair, I said, “Get
me close to my fundraising last year for WGS
(World’s Greatest Shave for Leukaemia), and
I’ll do it again!”. My efforts last year raised
$1500. Given I have over 800 contacts on
various social media sites I figure that I should
be able to reach that goal fairly easily.

Sites that used more water than last year
include:
•
Wyke - with an increase in synthesis
•
Linz - where their normal source of
water (treated river water) did not meet
their needs, necessitating use of towns
water
•
Laverton - an increase consistent with
production.
Sites with significant reduction in water
consumption include:
•
Botlek
•
Chicago - using rain water
•
Gaillon - change in production
•
Kwinana - product mix
Not included above is the amount of water
drawn by three of our sites for cooling. It is
drawn from rivers or the sea and returned a
little warmer.

After mentioning this to Tim, he also
volunteered to lose his hair. Together we are
hoping to raise at least $2000. Tim and I have
made a deal that the person/people who
make the largest donation from Nufarm can
have the honour/pleasure of shaving our
heads.
So, why do it in the first place? For those that
don’t know, 21 years ago I was diagnosed
with osteosarcoma and went through 12
months of chemotherapy, had my hip
replaced and my life changed forever. While
osteosarcoma isn’t leukaemia, I spent 12
months sharing a hospital ward with other
kids, many younger than my, at the time, 11
years, who were suffering from various forms
of it. Some of these kids had spent more time
in hospital than at home. Some never went
home.

Even the Mo has to go!

Two shorn lambs look triumphant!

I don’t think there is anyone these days who
hasn’t been affected by cancer. We all know
someone who has been through it.
There are only a few organisations that I go
out of my way to support, this is one of them.
So while Tim and I lose our hair, we hope you
can spare some change the way of a fantastic
cause!! And just think just a few dollars isn’t
even one day’s lunch!
We are happy to report that the day’s
‘sacrifice’ resulted in $3,500 being donated to
the Leukaemia Foundation.
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